This article analyses the hearing and behaviour of mosquitoes in the context of inter-individual acoustic interactions. The acoustic interactions of tethered live pairs of Aedes aegypti mosquitoes, from same and opposite sex mosquitoes of the species, are recorded on independent and unique audio channels, together with the response of tethered individual mosquitoes to playbacks of pre-recorded flight tones of lone or paired individuals. A time-dependent representation of each mosquito's non-stationary wing beat frequency signature is constructed, based on Hilbert spectral analysis. A range of algorithmic tools is developed to automatically analyse these data, and used to perform a robust quantitative identification of the 'harmonic convergence' phenomenon. The results suggest that harmonic convergence is an active phenomenon, which does not occur by chance. It occurs for live pairs, as well as for lone individuals responding to playback recordings, whether from the same or opposite sex. Male-female behaviour is dominated by frequency convergence at a wider range of harmonic combinations than previously reported, and requires participation from both partners in the duet. New evidence is found to show that male-male interactions are more varied than strict frequency avoidance. Rather, they can be divided into two groups: convergent pairs, typified by tightly bound wing beat frequencies, and divergent pairs, that remain widely spaced in the frequency domain. Overall, the results reveal that mosquito acoustic interaction is a delicate and intricate time-dependent active process that involves both individuals, takes place at many different frequencies, and which merits further enquiry.
Introduction
Collective motion in groups of mosquitoes and other swarming dipterans has been the subject of much recent study [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , as it has for many other animals [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . At the heart of these investigations is a fundamental question: what is the nature of the interactions between individuals within the group that produce such emergent behaviours? This paper aims to explore this question from the perspective of measurement and analysis of the interactions; specifically, we investigate the auditory interactions between pairs of mosquitoes.
Audition has long been known to be central to mosquito interaction. Male mosquitoes of many species form swarms that attract females, who approach individually to locate a mate [12 -19] . Being part of a swarm increases the likelihood of any individual male encountering a female [20] . Once a potential mate is located, males orient themselves according to flight tones produced by females [21 -25] . The male's hearing apparatus is tuned to actively and nonlinearly respond to the tonal signal of a passing female, amplifying her weak sound and thus enhancing his ability to track and pursue her [26 -28] . As well as performing the tasks of detection and positional resolution, mosquitoes may also use the characteristic sounds of their neighbours to inform mate choice and infer gender and/or species identification [29 -33] .
At a pairwise level, mosquitoes participate in an animated frequency-based interaction, known as 'harmonic convergence' [30] . This was first reported by Gibson & Russell [29] , who observed an increase in the variability of wing beat frequencies of pairs of males and females, of the species Toxorhynchites brevipalpis, when compared with solo flight. Significantly, opposite sex pairs of these mosquitoes displayed an apparent effort to converge their wing beats to a common frequency value. Subsequent studies have demonstrated similar flight frequency matching behaviours in other species of mosquito: Culex quinquefasciatus [31] , Aedes aegypti [30] and Anopheles gambiae [33] .
Mosquito wings have numerous vibrational modes, producing acoustic signals that comprise a high-energy fundamental frequency and multiple, successively weaker, harmonic overtones [34, 35] . The wing beat frequencies of male and female T. brevipalpis occupy broadly similar ranges, and thus frequency-based interactions take place at the fundamental flight frequency, yet this is not the case for other species, which display a greater degree of sexual dimorphism. In such mosquitoes, convergence of wing beat frequencies has been observed to take place at the lowest shared harmonic overtone, typically the male second and female third flight frequency component [30, 31] .
While a great deal of progress has been made in our understanding of acoustic signalling and processing in mosquitoes, a quantitative description of their flight frequency behaviours remains lacking. This is particularly true of 'harmonic convergence', which has no formal definition, and for which several interpretations have been given in the literature (e.g. [31, 33, 36, 37] ). Moreover, while it has been stated that 'there is little doubt that "frequency convergence" occurs' [38] , it has not yet been quantitatively demonstrated that it is indeed an active behaviour, and not simply a random, passive, occurrence that results by chance, because insects occupy a common band of frequency space. For example, the male A. aegypti has a fundamental wing beat frequency approximately 50% higher than that of the female. When flying in a pair, the individuals may therefore be expected to have a natural overlap around the region of the male's second and female's third harmonic components, without any active flight frequency modulation being necessary.
Previous studies have typically visualized mosquito flight tones using a spectrogram representation of wing beat frequency [29] [30] [31] 33, 36, 37] . Such Fourier-based approaches demand a trade-off between resolution in the time and frequency domains, and are inherently difficult to extract accurate data from [34] ; it is therefore quite possible that there exist aspects of mosquito frequency interactions which may not be apparent when analysed in this way.
In this study, we seek to address these concerns, and consolidate and expand upon existing knowledge of mosquito bioacoustics by providing a thorough quantitative evaluation of high-quality audio recordings of tethered live mosquito pairs, as well as of tethered individuals subjected to playback recordings. We apply Hilbert spectral analysis [34] to calculate instantaneous frequency time series, which yields acoustic interaction data at a higher time-frequency resolution than has previously been reported. This more accurate analysis generates data that in turn motivate the development of tools enabling the quantitative characterization of mosquito acoustic behaviours. In particular, we investigate how the acoustic interactions of male-male pairs-of which investigations are sparse-compare to those of opposite sex pairs. We also test, quantify, and expand on the phenomena reported in [30] , where both male and female mosquitoes were found to harmonically converge to a playback stimulus (i.e. a non-interactive sound signal) of the opposite sex. We aim to provide robust statistical evidence to determine whether harmonic convergence between mosquito pairs is indeed a genuine phenomenon and, if so, identify the different ways it can be observed (in both the frequency and time domains), quantify how likely it is to occur, and how behaviour differs across a population.
Here, we describe a series of experiments designed to investigate pairwise interactions between opposite and same sex mosquitoes. We introduce analytical tools developed to probe communication in the frequency domain, with a particular emphasis on the reliable detection of unique convergence events. Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings in the context of new experimental approaches to characterize swarm dynamics and mosquito mating behaviour.
Experimental methods

Mosquito husbandry
A colony of the species A. aegypti was initiated using laboratory eggs obtained from the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. Mosquitoes were developed in containers filled with de-oxygenated water in a humidity controlled environment, held at approximately 268C. Pupae were routinely extracted into vials, which were then placed open in secured flight cages, running on a D16 : N8 circadian cycle. Emerged adults were fed a diet of 10-20% glucose solution.
Preparation and test conditions
We recorded flight tones of live mosquitoes less than one-week old following the procedure outlined in [34] . Test subjects were anaesthetized for 10-20 s using a stream of carbon dioxide gas and tethered to the rounded end of an entomological stainless steel pin (gauge 000). After allowing sufficient time for recovery (around 15 min), mosquitoes were introduced to the experimental arena. Insects were positioned upright in such a way as to mimic their natural flight positions. Flight was initiated either by gently blowing on each mosquito or by stroking its legs. Acoustic emissions were recorded using two electret condenser microphones (FG-23329-C05, Knowles Electronics), one placed directly underneath each animal. The acoustic sampling frequency was set at 40 kHz. Flight tones were recorded on separate channels, logged simultaneously using a custom-built integrating amplifier (based on a published circuit design [39] ), prior to being passed into a National Instruments (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) USB data acquisition device. Data were logged digitally using LabVIEW SignalExpress (National Instruments).
Temperature, humidity and lighting conditions were monitored and controlled throughout experimental trials.
Recordings were carried out in a soundproofed booth to reduce noise effects from external sources. Care was taken to minimize disturbance of the mosquitoes' visual field by pointing them towards the rear of the darkened enclosure.
Note that the effect of tethering on the biomechanics of mosquito flight is uncertain [40] , despite its widespread use in studies involving insect flight kinematics [29 -31,33,36,37,41] . While the pin itself does not create resonance artefacts (see, e.g. supplementary material of [30] ), there is evidence that tethering results in a decrease in mosquito wing beat frequency compared with free flight [30, 35, 42] . Furthermore, there may be differences in frequency composition of the flight tone between hovering and forward flight, and the variation of wing beat phase around the mosquito implies that orientation in free flight (fixed in our tethered experiments) may also be important [35] . While an analysis of mosquito communication in natural conditions is clearly a major goal, the number of variables in free flight and the challenging nature of the experiments motivate the simpler tethered experiments we undertake here, in the belief that at least some aspects of free flight behaviour are preserved in tethered individuals.
Experimental procedure
Our experiments had two areas of focus. First, we studied acoustically mediated behavioural interactions between live pairs of same and opposite sex mosquitoes. Next, we investigated the response of individual mosquitoes to playbacks of pre-recorded flight tones. The methods employed for each scenario are detailed below.
Live pairwise recordings
Opposite and same sex pairs of mosquitoes were positioned next to each other at a distance of around 20 mm; figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental set-up. This is well within their range of acoustic detection [27] , but beyond the reach of physical contact. After stimulating flight in both individuals, the sounds produced by each were recorded for a duration of 60 s.
Between experiments, mosquitoes were kept in isolated containers to minimize extra-recording acoustic interaction. In some instances, multiple recordings were taken from the same pair; a minimum time of 10 min was left between such repeat trials.
In these tests, data were recorded from each subject on an independent audio channel [34] , in contrast to singlemicrophone techniques used in all previous studies (e.g. [29 -31,33,35] ). Significantly, our protocol [34] , based on the Hilbert transform, enables rapid and accurate quantification of the wing beat frequency of the mosquitoes.
Playback recordings
Live male and female mosquitoes were subjected to a mixture of pre-recorded flight tones of lone and paired conspecifics, drawn at random from an archive developed earlier by Aldersley et al. [34] . Tethered individuals were placed 40 mm in front of and facing a loudspeaker, through which playback tones were fed at a sound pressure level of 86 dB, which approximates the intensity of a female mosquito acoustic emissions measured at 20 mm [27] . Mosquitoes were recorded for 5 s prior to the introduction of the playback stimulus, which lasted for 60 s, followed by a further 5 s of lone, stimulus free, flight.
Development of analytical tools
Data preprocessing and frequency extraction
The study of behavioural interactions relies fundamentally on a detailed spectral and temporal representation of each mosquito's flight sequences. We apply the concept of instantaneous frequency, obtained via Hilbert spectral analysis [43] , to our collection of audio recordings. The key advantage of Hilbert spectral analysis is that it yields a time series of instantaneous wing beat frequency, with the same sampling rate as the original data. Thus, it achieves a significant improvement over other techniques in both the time and frequency resolution; in particular, short-time fast Fourier transforms are fundamentally limited by an inherent timefrequency trade-off and are unable to capture the rapid modulations in frequency exhibited by mosquito flight tones.
Data were processed according to the methodology detailed in [34] , briefly summarized as follows. To isolate the fundamental frequency component, a time-varying filter is applied to the raw acoustic waveform associated with a given mosquito. The instantaneous frequency, v i (t), can then be determined via Hilbert transformation. Higher harmonic frequencies are obtained by integer multiplication of the fundamental; such a linear relationship between overtones has been shown to hold even during periods of frequency modulation [35] , and is also valid in the data presented here.
This approach yields mosquito acoustic interaction data with a time and frequency resolution at the sampling rate used during data acquisition (40 kHz ). An automated process is then used to detect and remove portions of the recordings during which mosquitoes temporarily cease flight [34] , the absence of a flight tone in the signal being detrimental to quantitative analysis.
Detecting frequency convergence
In Aedes aegpyti mosquitoes, harmonic convergence has been reported to take place most commonly at the male second and female third frequency overtone, and to a lesser degree at the male first and female second overtone [30] . Male -male pairs of mosquitoes, on the other hand, interact at the level of the fundamental frequency component. rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20151007
In general, interactions in the frequency domain occur over some range that is shared by the mosquitoes in the pair, and are apparent at integer ratios between their fundamental flight frequencies.
Here, we take an approach similar to that of [31, 33] , in which fundamental wing beat frequency ratios between mosquitoes were used to explore convergent relationships between mosquitoes. Constant flight frequency ratios indicate a fixed frequency relationship between the mosquitoes; when located at rational fractions (with small integer numerator and denominator), this points towards harmonic convergence. For pairs of signals v i (t),v j (t), we calculate the instantaneous ratio between them, using the lower frequency as the denominator. The ratio is uniquely determined because the signals v i (t) are of the fundamental frequency component. The resultant time series serves a number of functions. Firstly, by looking at the distribution of frequency ratios at the population level, we are able to identify common occurrences in the frequency behaviours of our experimental cohort. Secondly, ratios can be used to consistently assign convergence events within individual pairs. Both of these ideas are developed further below.
The randomization protocol
A key aim of this study is to establish frequency convergence as an active or passive phenomenon, i.e. do mosquitoes make an effort to converge at harmonic frequencies, or does this observation simply result from chance? One way to answer this question is to compare the distribution of frequency ratios between opposite and same sex pairs to those of 'non-interactive' pairs.
Consider pairing the recording of a male mosquito in lone flight with that of a female also flying solo (data contained in the F and C groups, respectively, as summarized in table 1). These mosquitoes are in no way interacting with one another, and should indeed be beating their wings in accordance with their 'rest' state, typified by a flight frequency distributed approximately normally [34] . However, by combining their wing beat frequency traces, we create a dataset which can be subjected to the same analysis as that generated by a live pair (the FC dataset). Apparent convergence in such pairs can be considered truly random, since there is no way for these mosquitoes to have modulated their flight frequencies in response to a neighbour.
Permuting across lone recordings of male and female mosquitoes in this manner supplies a population of 'random' pairs (N ¼ 68) that can be used to benchmark convergence between the interactive pairs that we have recorded, by comparing the prevalence of that behaviour between the 'real' and 'artificial' pairs. We are not aware of the use of any such re-sampling techniques in the mosquito bioacoustics literature to date.
Classifying individual convergence events
For pairwise mosquito interactions, frequency convergence events must be quantified in a robust and unbiased manner, a need that was highlighted by previous studies [31, 33, 36, 37] . A framework is developed here to consistently detect frequency convergence in mosquitoes, with the aim of facilitating more straightforward comparisons between future acoustic studies in various species. Table 1 . Experimental summary statistics for male (F) and female (C) mosquito populations and combinations. Subscript 'P' denotes a playback recording; for example, FC P indicates a recording of a live male mosquito subjected to a female playback. Columns 2 -3 give the mean wing beat frequency, along with its minimum and maximum range. Standard deviations are reported for both within (s intra ) and between (s inter ) different recordings. We also show another measure of flight frequency dispersion: the inter-quartile range, for which we report the mean within-record value (IQR intra ), and the range over all individuals in each pair type. One of the most fundamental challenges in any investigation involving time-series data is to identify features and similarities across the database of interest. This is particularly true for highresolution, high-dimensionality, noisy data, categorizations, which can certainly be applied to the time series presented here. Consequently, there has been much interest in the development of data-mining algorithms that can be used to classify whole time series, or subsets therein, according to some particular criteria. The piecewise aggregate approximation (PAA) [44, 45] offers a simple yet powerful means to reduce the dimensionality of a time series, which can aid us greatly in prescribing wing beat frequency convergence between mosquitoes. An outline of the PAA now follows. Consider a time series X of length n as a set of discrete points such that X ¼ x 1 , . . ., x n , that we wish to reduce to a representation of dimension N, where 1 N n and, typically, n mod N ¼ 0: The reduced form of X in N-dimensional space is denoted X ¼ x 1 , . . . , x N : Using PAA, the ith element of X is then determined as
ð3:1Þ
In essence, a given time series is divided into N equally sized frames, and the mean value of each is calculated. A vector of the combined means becomes the reduced representation of the original data (an illustrative example is given in figure 2 ).
Applying piecewise aggregate approximation to frequencybased mosquito interactions
As described earlier, harmonic convergence is characterized by the maintenance of a fixed integer ratio between the fundamental frequencies of two mosquitoes in a pair. This process, however, is inherently affected by noise, a fact that becomes obvious when analysing the highly temporally-resolved data that we have obtained here (an example is shown in figure 3 ). Hence, it can be difficult to assess where convergence begins and ends and how long individual events are. Reducing the dimensionality of our data via PAA (applied to the instantaneous frequency data obtained from Hilbert spectral analysis) helps simplify this process. While being computationally inexpensive and easy to implement, PAA rivals other more sophisticated dimensionality reduction techniques (such as wavelet and Fourier decompositions) [44, 45] , and comfortably satisfies the requirements for this classification task. Thus, it has the twin benefits of reducing the computational cost of our study, and of improving the robustness of the detection of harmonic convergence to noise. It is important to bear in mind that identifying convergence events necessarily requires certain restrictions to be imposed upon the data. We determine the PAA representation of the ratio of fundamental wing beat frequencies for the pair using a window of size w. Convergence events are labelled as contiguous time intervals of duration t, greater than some threshold t, for which the reduced ratio is within a given tolerance d of some integer fraction. Unique events are separated by a time period Dt. As convergence is rarely perfect, the tolerance parameters t and d are essential to the classification process. Here, we use parameters w ¼ 0.5 s, d ¼ +1%, t¼ 1 s and Dt ¼ 1 s, which robustly detect convergence events.
A graphical overview of how PAA is used in the context of detecting harmonic convergence events between pairs of mosquitoes is provided in figure 3 . Using this routine, we are able to perform an automated and quantitative search for harmonic convergence in our various combinations of mosquito pairs. Once such convergent intervals have been identified, the full-resolution frequency data (i.e. without PAA) are used for further analysis.
Results
Summary statistics
The numbers and different types of paired recordings obtained during the investigation are presented in table 1,
Figure 2. A demonstration of how PAA can be used to reduce the dimensionality of a time series. A sine wave with additive Gaussian noise (grey) is decomposed into short-time segments, for which the mean value is calculated. The reconstructed representation (red solid line) approximates the 'true' signal (black dashed line) well. Figure 3 . Using PAA to identify harmonic convergence in mosquito pairs.
(a) Determine the ratio of fundamental flight frequencies between the paired mosquitoes, and take the PAA using a window of size w ¼ 0. 
Convergence in opposite sex pairs
The analytical techniques outlined in §3 allow us to go far beyond this summary analysis, and to analyse the data to provide quantitative measures of harmonic convergence. This permits a much more detailed investigation of frequency interactions at both individual and population level than has hitherto been possible. We begin by analysing acoustic data collected from live (FC) and all playback (FC P and CF P ) opposite sex pairs of A. aegypti. Figure 4 presents examples of instantaneous frequency data (for the fundamental and higher harmonics) as a function of time, for mosquitoes in two sample recordings from the FC cohort. In each instance, the phenomenon of 'harmonic convergence' is visible, as is the possibility that it is mediated through frequency modulation by both sexes during the interaction. It is clear, at this resolution, that an exact match of harmonic components is rarely achieved. Figure 4 also shows that convergence can take place at multiple harmonic combinations even in the same species; in this case, at the female third and male second harmonic (figure 4a), and female second harmonic and male fundamental frequency (figure 4b), an observation that is consistent with previously reported findings for A. aegypti (e.g. [30] ). An alternative perspective on the harmonic convergence phenomenon, permitted by our high-quality data, is shown in figure 5 . Here, data at convergent harmonic overtones are aggregated over short time intervals to produce snapshot distributions of wing beat frequency, plotted in a 'waterfall' fashion against time. Steady flight is characterized by a sharp-peaked frequency distribution, whereas transient or erratic modulations of flight frequency tend to produce a broader shape. Harmonic convergence, then, can be typified by a gradually increasing overlap between the frequency distributions of the pair (as can be seen in figure 5 ), akin to 'shared information' between the mosquitoes. This overlap, a, between distributions a and b, is quantifiable according to the following metric:
Time -frequency representation
where m is the number of bins used to generate frequency histograms. Frequency overlap is plotted as a function of time adjacent to the distributions (figure 5). Interestingly, convergence is markedly imperfect in the overlap measure, with distribution overlaps as low as 30-40%, with a maximum in this case of around 80%.
Convergent behaviours across the population
In each of the datasets presented in figure 4 , one would expect that an inspection of the distributions of the female : male flight frequency ratios would show peaks around values of 1.5 and 2 (respectively, for figure 4a,b) . But what can be said of the rest of our experimental data? In general, the use of frequency ratios is an efficient means to examine convergence behaviours in mosquito pairs, as it reduces the scope of the time -frequency search space, and condenses the information from all harmonic overtones into a single one-dimensional time series. Moreover, it allows us to aggregate and compare data from across the experimental population, as it gives a standardized representation of the acoustic interaction field that is independent of the exact wing beat frequencies displayed by the individuals in the pair. Finally, it does not require any prior knowledge as to the ratios at which convergence may or may not occur. Aedes aegypti mosquitoes can detect sounds Figure 4 . Examples of harmonic convergence, viewed in the form of a frequency time plot. Convergence is typified by one or both of the mosquitoes altering their wing beat frequency so that harmonic components approximately converge to some low integer ratio, for a period lasting up to tens of seconds. The relevant frequency components are shown with zoomed-in frequency axis (over the same time) below. The data presented here are extracted using Hilbert spectral analysis, and show convergence at female : male integer ratios of (a) 3 : 2 and (b) 2 : 1. At this resolution the imperfect nature of frequency convergence between the insects is apparent.
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at frequencies up to around the fifth male harmonic-a range that extends to several thousand Hertz-using difference tones corresponding to the separation between the mosquito's own wing beat and that of its partner [47] . Figure 6a shows the distribution of frequency ratios for all live male-female pairs recorded (FC dataset, n ¼ 43), together with that of 'artificial' pairs generated by combining recordings of males (F dataset, n ¼ 27) and females (C dataset, n ¼ 19) in solo flight. If convergence were a chance phenomenon, one would anticipate that the shapes of these distributions would be broadly similar. However, the shapes of the distributions are markedly different: there are numerous peaks at integer ratios between the actual pairs that do not appear in the artificially paired mosquito data. This is strong evidence that frequency convergence via wing beat modulation is indeed an active process carried out by mosquitoes. Not only this, it suggests that frequency convergence is a two-way phenomenon that requires feedback from both participants in the duet; that is, a mosquito modulates its wingbeats differently when a partner also modulates theirs. However, it is also hypothetically possible that a physical interaction between local airborne pressure variations driven by and influencing the mechanical beating of the wings is responsible for harmonic convergence, at rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20151007 least in part. We cannot, based on our data, rule out this hypothesis, which we discuss further in §5. Our methodology enables the identification of different modes of convergence between male and female A. aegypti (figure 6a). While interactions at female : male frequency ratios of 3 : 2 and 2 : 1 have been observed before in this species [30, 37] , our analysis indicates that harmonic convergence may also take place at fundamental frequency ratios of 1 : 1, 4 : 3, 5 : 3 and 5 : 4. Note that we have excluded harmonic frequencies above the male fourth and female fifth due to the low energy content in the acoustic signal [35] and the low sensitivity of the mosquito hearing organ beyond this range [47] . Therefore, the rather prominent peak at the ratio 7 : 6 (* in figure 6a ) is not included in our analysis of convergence. Figure 6b shows the frequency ratio distribution obtained when individual tethered live male or female mosquitoes were subjected to playback recordings of the opposite sex (CF P and FC P datasets, respectively, n ¼ 34 in both cases). Both sexes displayed the ability to converge to the playback tones, as evidenced by the occurrence of numerous peaks at integer ratios.
Playback recordings
Males exposed to playbacks of females show prominent convergent relationships at frequency ratios of 5 : 4, 4 : 3 and 3 : 2, whereas for females stimulated by the sounds of males peaks appear at 4 : 3, 3 : 2, 5 : 3 and, arguably, 2 : 1 (figure 6b). The distributions of frequency ratios for both the FC P and CF P datasets differ from those of randomly associated lone pairs (although the FC P to a lesser degree), and peaks occur, on the whole, at the same locations as the live FC pairs (figure 6a), with the exception of 1 : 1. One immediate implication of these findings is that both male and female A. aegypti are able to converge their flight tones to playback sounds of the opposite sex. On the other hand, neither of the playback distributions closely matches that of the live pairs, indicating differences in behaviour between unidirectional and bidirectional opposite-sex auditory interactions.
Wing beat frequency interactions in male-male pairs
Mosquito flight frequency convergence has been studied primarily as a precursor to male-female copulation [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , and as a result the behavioural interactions of male-male pairs have received notably less attention. Despite this, frequency convergence behaviours that are qualitatively analogous to those of opposite sex pairs have been observed between males [29] , and indeed are also present within our data (one example is shown in figure 7a) ; this would also be consistent with the physical interaction hypothesis. For same sex pairs, convergence events may be characterized by frequency 'hunting' [29] , typified by rapid frequency modulations performed by one or both males when in close frequency proximity to a partner, followed by frequency divergence (figure 7b). This has led to the conclusion that pairs of male mosquitoes do not perform frequency convergence, and tend to avoid each other acoustically [31, 32] . Here, we see a more dynamic picture, that can include both frequency convergence and avoidance behaviour (figure 7c). Through inspection of the distribution of fundamental wing beat frequency ratios for male-male pairs (FF dataset, n ¼ 30, figure 7d), we find two peaks-at 1.02 and 1.09-neither of which are at integer ratios. Note that in [31] , pairs of male C. quinquefasciatus displayed prominent frequency ratios at similar values of 1.07 and 1.13. Comparing these recordings to artificial pairs generated by combining lone individuals (from the F dataset), we find that neither peak from the frequency ratios of the actual pairs is present in that of the non-interactive pairs (figure 7d). Indeed, the bimodality of the distribution of ratios in our experimental data, coupled with the equivalently dual-peaked nature of male pairs in [31] , suggests that there may be some active significance to these values when transformed into frequency space. Moreover, there is a significant component in the distribution of actual pairs around the integer ratio of 1 : 1, indicating that live male pairs spend a greater amount of time in a state akin to frequency convergence than one would expect if such interactions were 'random'.
Acoustic interactions between male mosquitoes take place about the fundamental frequency component, and not at higher harmonics as for opposite sex pairs. It is therefore useful to consider how the ratios identified (figure 7d) manifest themselves in frequency space. Figure 7e shows the distribution of absolute instantaneous separations, in the frequency domain, between each pair of males in the experimental population. Again the distribution is bimodal, suggesting that, when paired with a member of the same sex, males tend to exist in one of two states in terms of their frequency separation: 0-20 Hz (near-convergence), or 40-60 Hz (fixed divergence). Once again, these modes of behaviour are not apparent in the artificially created pairs. When the cohort is split into two groups-those in which rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20151007 at least one convergence event is identified (using the algorithm described in §3.3), and those in which no convergence is observed-we are able to account for the bimodality in the frequency separation distribution (figure 7f ). Males that converge spend much of their time at a wing beat frequency separation less than 25 Hz apart, whereas the separation for pairs that do not converge tends to be greater than or equal to 50 Hz.
Prevalence of convergence within the population
The analysis presented above strongly suggests that harmonic convergence between pairs of mosquitoes is a genuine phenomenon performed by both sexes, and furthermore that convergence is possible at several different frequency ratios. However, the question still remains of just how likely harmonic convergence is to be observed, either in the time-domain for a given pair of mosquitoes, or at all across a population. To answer this, we use the algorithms described in §3 to consistently capture individual harmonic convergence events within our experimental data, and compute statistics across them. We begin by conducting a systematic and automated search for convergence among all mosquito pairs at the harmonic integer ratios identified above (1 : 1, 5 : 4, 4 : 3, 3 : 2, 5 : 3 or 2 : 1 for female : male, and 1 : 1 for male : male). A summary of the numbers of experimentally observed convergence events is presented in table 2. We see that convergence is ubiquitous for both male and female mosquitoes, whether they are in live pairs or subjected to a playback recording, of either the same or opposite sex.
Convergence duration and harmonic combinations
Having identified unique convergence events within the recordings, statistics of their duration across all paired interaction types can be computed. Figure 8a shows the distribution of convergence durations, aggregated on a perrecording basis, for the live opposite sex (FC), all opposite sex live-playback (FC [P] ) and same sex (FF) pair types. The mean and median convergence time, per recording, are approximately equal for the opposite sex arrangements (both in live and playback form), which also show long tails in their distributions, indicating the presence of long convergence durations in these recordings. Same sex pairs, on the other hand, show both a shorter median and mean convergence duration than opposite sex pairs and a much narrower range (i.e. male-male pairs spend less time in a convergent state, per recording, than male-female ones).
Analysis of individual convergence events reveals a high degree of skew in the data (figure 8b), most prominently for the live opposite sex and playback recordings. Most instances of convergence are short, while a small number are notably longer which tends to heavily distort group means. A Kruskal-Wallis test for equality did not indicate a significant effect of pair type on the duration of individual convergence events ( p . 0.05), although we do observe a decreasing mean rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20151007 [P] and FF, respectively). Our data also invite a more detailed investigation of the different convergence types identified, illustrated schematically in figure 9 . The most common harmonic ratios for convergence in live male-female pairs, in decreasing order of occurrence (percentage of recordings in which a convergence type was observed), were 3 : 2 (35%), 5 : 3 (30%), 4 : 3 (16%), 2 : 1 (14%), and 5 : 4 and 1 : 1 (both 8%). Using instead a tally of individual convergence events (as illustrated in figure 9a), the ratio 5 : 3 becomes the most frequent (accounting for 33% of unique instances), followed by 3 : 2 (21%), with the remaining order preserved. Convergence at the fundamental (i.e. 1 : 1), typically associated with same sex interactions, was observed only in a single pair of opposite sex mosquitoes (from which repeat recordings were taken).
For males played the sounds of females (FC P ), harmonic ratios of 3 : 2 (42%), 4 : 3 (35%) and 5 : 4 (27%) were detected most frequently in recordings, although in terms of total convergence events 4 : 3 ranked highest (40%), then 5 : 4 (31%) and 3 : 2 (26%). Harmonic convergence at ratios of 5 : 3, 1 : 1, and 2 : 1 was observed twice, once, and not at all, respectively. Conversely, for live females subjected to male playbacks (CF P ), the ratio 4 : 3 was most common both in terms of its prevalence within recordings and as a proportion of the total number of convergence events (correspondingly 36 and 32%), followed closely by 3 : 2 (27 and 29%) and 5 : 3 (24 and 19%). For this dataset, fundamental frequency convergence was not observed.
Across all interaction types, the harmonic ratio at which convergence took place produced no statistically significant difference in the length of the event (Kruskal -Wallis test, p . 0.05).
Convergence and flight tone variability
The data we have collected are inherently non-stationary. It is therefore useful to also consider local features when investigating their properties, which may be of behavioural significance at shorter timescales. For example, mosquitoes in pairs have been reported to increase the variability of their wing beat frequencies when compared with those flying alone [31, 33] . The resolution of our data allows us to investigate this phenomenon in greater detail, and answer the question of whether the wing beat frequency properties of mosquitoes change as a function of whom their partner is, or how they are interacting with that partner.
To address this, we compute short-time variations in individual mosquitoes' flight tones. We calculate a moving mean and variance (using a rectangular sliding window of length Dt ¼ 0.25 s) for each wing beat frequency trace, and use these to compute a local coefficient of variation, c v (t) ¼ s(t)/m(t), i.e. the ratio of the (instantaneous) standard deviation to the (instantaneous) mean. The coefficient of variation, which is a dimensionless quantity, measures spread within a dataset in a standardized way, normalized against the diversity in population means. Since different mosquitoes typically have widely varying mean wing beat frequencies, the coefficient of variation is a more appropriate tool for comparing flight tone dispersion across a population than the standard deviation. As for other measures of spread, a low value of c v signifies low variability. Table 2 . Summary statistics of convergence events in mosquito pairs: live male -male (FF) and male -female (FC), live female -playback male (CF P ), live male -playback female (FC P ) and all opposite sex live-playback (FC [P] ) experiments. Columns 2 -5 represent the total number of recordings, the number (and proportion of the total number) of recordings with at least one convergence event, together with number (and proportion of the total number) of multiple convergence events, and convergence events at multiple frequency ratios. Columns 6 -8 represent similar data for unique pairs. Columns 9 -11 reports the total, per recording and per unique pair counts of convergence events across all recordings. The implication here is that when interacting with a female stimulus, male mosquitoes, in general, vary their local flight tones less than when flying alone. The same can be said for females paired with a live male mosquito. Same sex male pairs, however, show a larger amount of local spread. More fundamentally, these results again show the significant behavioural difference between live and playback interaction.
Conclusion and discussion
In this study, we have provided the first comprehensive, rigorous and quantitative investigation into wing beat frequency interactions between tethered pairs of mosquitoes. To achieve this, we recorded the flight tones of live mosquitoes coupled with various different acoustic stimuli: a live individual of the opposite sex, a pre-recorded playback of the opposite sex and (in the case of male subjects) a live individual of the same sex. In contrast to previous research into auditory communication between mosquitoes [29] [30] [31] 33] , we recorded mosquitoes on separate digital audio channels, for longer time periods (60 s), obtaining data with significantly higher resolution than that has been achieved before. Furthermore, by generating time series of individual frequency components, and subjecting them to a suite of quantitative tools, we were able to precisely define and investigate the phenomenon of harmonic convergence for the first time.
Analysis of the population
Our data suggest that harmonic convergence is a real and active phenomenon, which relies on the ability of both individuals to modulate their wing beat frequencies in response to sounds produced by their partner. There is an alternative, physical, hypothesis to explain the harmonic convergence phenomenon, namely a physical interaction between airborne pressure variations and the mechanical beating of the wing system, which merits some discussion at this point. In another dipteran, the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, wingbeat is generated myogenically by stretch-activated muscles and hence independently from direct neural input [41] . Their wingbeat has been shown to synchronize to an external stimulus [41] . Could this mechanism also drive rhythmic coupling between mosquito pairs, despite their sound emission profiles being quite different from those of other flies [35] ? We cannot, based on our data, rule out this physical interaction hypothesis. However, it has been demonstrated that deafened mosquitoes (both male and female) are incapable of harmonically converging to a playback stimulus tone [29, 30] . In addition, deafened males will not attempt to copulate at all with nearby females [22] , and flight tone convergence is behaviourally implicated in a given male's mating success [36, 37] . These observations point towards a coupling between sensory and locomotive mechanisms in mosquitoes, and that individual control and manipulation of wing beat frequencies, and the observed convergence of flight tones, is a result of active processes. New experiments with tethered mosquitoes, in which one (or both) individual is deafened, could address this issue and further our understanding of mosquito bioacoustics.
We observe a significant difference between the frequency ratio distributions of live mosquito pairs, when compared with those of non-interacting, 'artificial' pairs. We generated the latter by combining individual recordings from a database of lone mosquito recordings; this process of 'randomization' is readily applicable to other coupled time-series data gathered in behavioural studies.
In the case of live opposite-sex pairs, significant peaks were found at multiple integer ratios, which were not apparent in the control dataset. This indicates that live male and female mosquito pairs do indeed spend a substantial time in a state of frequency convergence, actively maintaining that state. We find significant peaks at previously reported female : male frequency ratios of 3 : 2 and 2 : 1 [30, 37] , and also at previously unseen ratios of 1 : 1, 5 : 4, 4 : 3 and 5 : 3. These new harmonic ratios do fall within the known acoustic detection range of the mosquito hearing system [47] , and there is no reason to discount them. Male and female mosquitoes played back the sounds of conspecifics also displayed convergence at the same fundamental ratios as the live duets, although at different intensities. The ratio distribution of males listening to prerecorded females is somewhat similar to that of the 'artificial' pair data. By contrast, data from live females paired with male playback recordings indicates considerable convergence to the playback stimulus. This provides further evidence of active female participation in frequency convergence events, and of differences between male and female responses to auditory stimuli.
When paired with a member of the same sex, male mosquitoes have been demonstrated to frequency avoid [29, 31, 32] , but the data reported here reveal that their interaction is more complicated than this. Our analysis of fundamental wing beat frequency distribution between males indicates a mix of convergence and avoidance. Further investigation of this phenomenon, which does not feature in the analysis of combined lone males, indicates that live malemale pairs occupy two different states in the frequency domain: males that converge spend much of their time at a wing beat frequency less than 25 Hz apart, whereas the separation for pairs that do not converge tends to be over 50 Hz.
Analysis of individual convergence events
Frequency convergence was a ubiquitous feature of acoustic interactions between mosquito pairs in all experimental arrangements tested. We observed at least one convergence event in 86% of recordings of live opposite sex pairs, and in 87% of playback tests. This is markedly higher than the convergence rate of 67% reported for A. aegypti in [30] , probably because our analysis considers a wider range of harmonic ratios for potential convergence. In live pairs, convergence was most commonly observed in recordings at a female : male harmonic combination of 3 : 2, followed closely by 5 : 3. Convergence at other ratios (1 : 1, 5 : 4, 4 : 3 and 2 : 1) was observed, but was less pronounced. For playback recordings, overall, 4 : 3 was marginally more widespread than 3 : 2, yet both ratios stood out from other convergence types.
For male-male pairs, the convergence rate was 47%: convergence takes place less frequently between same sex pairs than opposite sex. However, across each of the three treatment groups, where convergence was detected within a given recording, it tended to be repeated at a similar rate. That is, in convergent datasets, multiple instances were found in over 70% of all pair recordings, whether same or opposite sex, live or playback. Thus, when a convergent frequency interaction takes place between males, it is just as likely to be repeated as in a male-female pair. Again, this does not indicate a strictly avoidant response of males to one another.
There is no statistically significant effect of interaction type (live opposite/same sex pair or opposite sex playback) or harmonic frequency combination on the duration of individual convergence events. The majority of convergence events in all pair types are short (less than or equal to 1.5 s). In opposite sex pairs, a greater proportion are lengthier; this could be symptomatic of 'hunting' behaviours described in same sex pairs [29] , whereby males quickly modulate their wing beat frequencies between transient bouts of convergence. Figure 9 . Boxplots of convergence duration (g(s)) for unique convergence events at different harmonic combinations in the (a) live opposite-sex pair (FC) (b) live male, playback female (FC P ) and (c) live female, playback male (CF P ) cohorts. Numbers at the top of each axis indicate the detected frequency of each harmonic configuration within the recordings. As in figure 8a , box lines give (in descending order) the upper quartile, median and lower quartile of the convergence times, and circular markers give the mean.
Implications for future research
It is pertinent to consider mosquito flight tone behaviours in the broader context of their ecology. It has been shown that the ability of a male to match his flight frequency to that of a female is a genetically inheritable trait [37] , and may be used by females to assess male fecundity [36] . Furthermore, the presence of harmonic convergence between a pair was found to be positively correlated with successful copulation, and that females were less likely to reject males who demonstrated an ability to converge [37] . Convergence may also confer sub-species recognition and membership in mixed-form populations of An. gambiae [33] . It is unclear, however, exactly what factors lead to or initiate convergence. The nature of the information contained within the convergent signal remains elusive. For instance, do different convergence types, or lengths, produce different success rates? Or does the 'accuracy' of the convergence event transmit information between the individuals about their quality in the context of sexual selection? Even basic consequences of a change in the wing beat frequency of a mosquito, such as whether there is an alteration of speed or direction of flight, are poorly understood; such questions must be addressed before the collective behaviour of groups can be fully comprehended. The data suggest that, during convergence, pairs of males more accurately match their flight frequencies than pairs of the opposite sex. But why do males converge at all? Male mosquitoes are stimulated by a range of sound frequencies (rather than a fixed pitch), and any tone within that range could elicit some sort of copulatory response [22] . In a natural swarm environment, auditory interactions are time-limited by the spatio-temporal aspects of free flight. As acoustic signalling plays a crucial role in mating behaviour, rapid gender identification is important to reduce the number of wasted pursuits. It may be that males use such dynamic frequency cues to inform their decision-making within the collective swarm aggregation. Indeed, such a notion has recently been proposed in another swarming insect species: midges [48] .
Understanding the responses of one male to his neighbours is critical if we are to gain insights into the dynamics of swarming in mosquitoes. Our analysis presents some novel possibilities as to what occurs when males interact with members of the same and opposite sex, and generates many new research questions concerning mosquito bioacoustics. Clearly, the informational content of the convergent signal remains unknown, be it for pairs or more complex associations within a swarm. Only by pursuing such avenues, and applying rigorous analytical tools, can we begin to fully appreciate the role of sound in mosquito ethology. Authors' contributions. A.A. designed the study, carried out the laboratory work and collected the data, performed data analysis, and wrote the first draft of the manuscript. D.R., M.H. and A.C. conceived and designed the study, and contributed to data analysis. All authors analysed and interpreted the results, edited and critically revised the manuscript, and gave final approval for publication.
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